Can a solar installation replace a heating system?
Is that possible?

Would you like to know more?
We would be happy to inform you about the 2Power WP+ System.

2Power is a product of PA-ID Process GmbH.
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Our answer is: YES. With the 2Power WP+ system.

The 2Power WP+ system is able to replace conventional heating systems such as oil- and gas-fired boilers, wood pellet boilers or heat air pumps. A 2Power solar installation is used as the energy source. The energy produced is used for the production of electricity and at the same time for the heat pump. This means that the system can operate your entire heating system as well as covering a large proportion of your electricity needs. 2Power WP+ is a complete compact system offering excellent efficiency in energy production. At the same time, it saves costly and laborious earthworks and space in your boiler room.

How it works

Advantages
2Power WP+ system

- Makes a Positive Energy house easily achievable
- Efficient complete system
- Space-saving
- No additional seasonal hot water storage tank required
- Quiet
- No permission required
- Cost-effective complete system
- Easy to calculate
- Solar collector in the daytime
- Air collector at night
- Enormous reduction in energy costs